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Defining the Goal:
How cold is „ultracold“?

T

~100 nK        Occurance of BEC

~10 µK          Photon Recoil

~ 1 mK          3He becomes superfluid
2.7 K             CMB Temperature

300 K           Room Temperature



Production of BECs

• Defining the Goal: BEC
• Atom Sources
• Laser Cooling
• Evaporative Cooling and Optical Traps
• Observing a BEC
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Atom Sources

several types of sources for cold atom experiments:

• loading a MOT from the background gas and transferring the 

atoms to the UHV part

2D+ MOT / 3D MOT configuration

3D MOT & magnetic transport

3D MOT using desorption

• Oven & Zeeman Slower to feed the 3D MOT



Laser Cooling

• Slowing a hot atomic beam

• Atom-Light Interaction

• optical Molasses

• Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT)

• Limits of laser cooling
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Laser Cooling and Trapping

1 INTRODUCTION

Laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms is a rapidly expanding area of physics research that has
seen dramatic new developments over the last decade. These include the ability to cool atoms down to
unprecedented kinetic temperatures (as low as one micro Kelvin) and to bold samples of a gas isolated in
the middle of a vacuum system for many seconds. This unique new level of control of atomic motion is
allowing researchers to probe the behavior of atoms in a whole new regime of matter where deBroglie
wavelengths are much larger than the Bohr radius. Undoubtedly one of the distinct appeals of this
research is the leisurely and highly visible motion of the laser cooled and trapped atoms.

In this experiment you will operate a laser trap that is equal or superior in performance to what is
used in many current research programs. This experiment uses the lasers and saturated absorption
spectrometers used in the laser spectroscopy experiment' and thus you should have done that experiment
before doing this one. A small fraction (- 10%) of the beams of each of the two lasers goes to their
respective saturated absorption spectrometers. This allows for precise detection and control of the laser
frequencies, which is essential for cooling and trapping. The remainder of the laser light goes into the
trapping cell.

Section 2 of this write-up provides a brief introduction to the relevant physics of the atom trap,
section 3 discusses the laser stabilization, section 4 explains the optical layout for sending the laser beams
into the cell to create the trap, section 5 explains the trapping cell construction and section 6 discusses the
operation of the trap, measurement of the number of trapped atoms, and measurement of the time the
atoms remain in the trap.

2 THEORY AND OVERVIEW

We will present a brief description of the relevant physics of the vapor cell magneto-optical trap. For
more information, a relatively non-technical discussion is given in Ref. 2, while more detailed
discussions of the magneto-optical trap and the vapor cell trap can be found in Ref. 3 and Ref. 4,
respectively.

2.1 LASER COOLING

The primary force used in laser cooling and trapping is the recoil when momentum is transferred
from photons scattering off an atom. This radiation-pressure force is analogous to that applied to a
bowling ball when it is bombarded by a stream of ping pony balls. The momentum kick that the atom
receives from each scattered photon is quite small; a typical velocity change is about 1 cm/s. However,
by exciting a strong atomic transition, it is possible to scatter more than 107 photons per second and

produce large accelerations (104  g). The
radiation-pressure force is controlled in such
a way that it brings the atoms in a sample to a
velocity near zero ("cooling"), and holds
them at a particular point in space
("trapping").

The cooling is achieved by making the
photon scattering rate velocity-dependent
using the Doppler effect.[5] The basic
principle is illustrated in Figure 1.  If an atom
is moving in a laser beam, it will see the laser
frequency ! laser  shifted by an amount
"# $v c/ ! laser , where v is the velocity of the
atom along the direction of the laser beam. If
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Figure 1.  Atomic scattering rate versus laser frequency.
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Slowing a hot atomic beam

Doppler shift:

Zeeman shift:

Resonance Condition: The decreasing Doppler shift due to the decelerated atom 

must be compensated by an inhomogeneous magnetic field to keep the atom in 

resonance with the incident laser.

velocity red detuned laser
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Kapitel 2. Theorie des Zeeman-Slowers

Für den NaLi-Zeeman-Slower sind typische Werte vmax = 700 m
s und vend = 30 m

s (siehe Abschnitt
1.3.1). Die Einfanggeschwindigkeit vmax ist ein Parameter, der sich im Experiment in gewissen
Grenzen einstellen lässt. Die Endgeschwindigkeit ist durch die maximale Einfanggeschwindigkeit
unserer MOT gegeben (siehe Anhang D). Man kann mit diesen Geschwindigkeiten typische
Bremswege berechnen, die auch jeweils der minimalen Länge des Slowers entsprechen:

! = 1 ! Lmin(23Na) = 27cm, Lmin(6Li) = 13cm

! = 0.5 ! Lmin(23Na) = 54cm, Lmin(6Li) = 27cm.

Löst man die Bewegungsgleichungen nach der Geschwindigkeit v(z) der Atome auf, so erhält
man die Trajektorie (z,v(z)) der Atome im Slower. Mit der Abkürzung Ls = L(! · amax) für die
Länge des Zeeman-Slowers gilt:

v(z) = vmax ·
!

1" z
Ls

. (2.5.4)

2.5.3. Ideales Magnetfeld im Zeeman-Slower

Nun kann man das in (2.5.4) errechnete Geschwindigkeitsprofil v(z) nutzen, um zusammen mit der
Resonanzbedingung (2.5.1) einen Ausdruck für das Magnetfeld abzuleiten. Man erhält:

B(z) = B0 ·
!

1" z
Ls

+Bb

B0 =
h̄kLaser · vmax

µB · [m jeg je"m jgg jg]
und Bb =

h̄"0

µB · [m jeg je"m jgg jg]

(2.5.5)

In (2.5.5) gibt es drei freie Parameter Ls,B0 und Bb, deren Bedeutung aus Abb. 2.7 hervorgeht. Sie
sind mit den Parametern der Atombewegung und der Streukraft gekoppelt. So hängen Laserver-
stimmung "0 und das Feld Bb, sowie die Einfanggeschwindigkeit vmax und B0 zusammen. Für den
NaLi-Slower ergibt sich mit vmax = 700 m

s das Feld B0 = 849G. In Abb. 2.7 ist der Verlauf des Ma-
gnetfeldes für verschiedene Parameterkombinationen gezeichnet. Man unterscheidet üblicherweise
drei Konfigurationen des Magnetfeldes:

1. Decreasing-Field-Slower (Bb = 0): In dieser Konfiguration (siehe [PHI82]) fällt das Ma-
gnetfeld von seinem Maximalwert auf B(Ls) = 0 ab. Die Endgeschwindigkeit der Atome
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Abb. 2.7. Theoretisch berechnetes Magnetfeld eines Zeeman-Slowers und die genutzten Übergän-
ge in der Feinstruktur. In den Abbildungen (a-c) sind die Magnetfelder nach Gleichung (2.5.5) für
die drei üblichen Parameterkombinationen gezeigt. Unter den Magnetfeld-Verläufen sind jeweils die
Feinstruktur-Niveaus der D2-Linie gezeichnet. Darin ist auch der jeweils genutzte atomare Übergang
dargestellt.
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Slowing a hot atomic beam

Slowing down a hot atomic beam: 

different configurations possible & used
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Atom-Light Interaction
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Atom-Light Interaction

off-resonant
with the atomic transition

R = !!ee

s0 = I/Isat

!ee =
s0/2

1 + s0 + (2!/")2

Isat
I

Absorption / !ee

probability to find an atom 

in the excited state:

resonant

photon scattering rate

deceleration up to ~ 105 g

typical numbers:    87Rb      Isat = 1.7 mW cm-2

                              23Na      Isat = 6.3 mW cm-2

Γ linewidth
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Atom-Light Interaction
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Atom-Light Interaction

Assumptions:

• two level atom (good for most Alkalis)

• dipole approximation (                 )

• rotating wave approximation  (                        )
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bare states

!Ee/g = ±!"2

4!
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due to the atom-light interaction, the energies of the levels are shifted by

resonant off-resonantwith the atomic transition

two-level atom & classical light field described by 
Jaynes-Cummings Model

shifted states
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Figure 1: Light force depending on atom’s velocity for ! = !!
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2 Trapping the Atoms

According to the optical Earnshaw theorem [Phillips 1992, p. 321] the optical melasse does
not implement a trap. Even if they are in the cross-over point of the laser beam, the atoms
will di!use out of the cooling area. Therefore we need an additional restoring force which
depends on the atom’s position. One possible solution is the magneto optical trap (MOT). To
keep things simple we will consider a two level system with a transition (F = 0 " F = 1).
Additionally we introduce a 1-dim. linear magnetic field (along the z axis) with B = 0 at z = 0.
Due to the Zeeman e!ect we get a energy splitting of the three degenerated energy levels of
the F=1 state, which depends on the atom’s position (see fig. 2).
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Figure 2: a) Transition scheme; b) Energy levels in the spatially varying filed; the dashed line is
the energy of the laser-photons

Without loss of generality we can choose the magnetic field so that the m = !1 level is
lowered for increasing z, and the other way around for m = !1. Now we add two counter
propagating laser beams in z-direction. The beam which propagates in positive z-direction has
a !+ helicity with respect to the atom and the other beam a !! helicity, this means that both
beams have the same polarization (see fig. 3). The laser is detuned by " from the resonance
of the transition (fig. 2). Due to the Zeeman splitting and the red detuning of the laser the
probability for a atom at z < 0 to absorb !+ photon is much higher than the probability to
absorb a !! photon, and therefore the atom feels a force which brings it back to z = 0. As
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Without loss of generality we can choose the magnetic field so that the m = !1 level is
lowered for increasing z, and the other way around for m = !1. Now we add two counter
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of the transition (fig. 2). Due to the Zeeman splitting and the red detuning of the laser the
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strong damping term due to many scattered 

photons from one direction



Magneto-Optical Trap

add a position dependent term to obtain a confinement in real space

F = -αv - Dx
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the laser frequency is below the atomic
resonance frequency, the atom, as a result of
this Doppler shift, will scatter photons at a
higher rate if it is moving toward the laser
beam (v negative), than if it is moving away.
If laser beams impinge on the atom from all
six directions, the only remaining force on the
atom is the velocity-dependent part, which
opposes the motion of the atoms. This
provides strong damping of any atomic
motion and cools the atomic vapor This
arrangement of laser fields is often known as
"optical molasses”.[6]

Will scatter photons at a higher rate than
those moving in the same direction as the
beam. This leads to a larger force on the
counter propagating atoms.

2.2 MAGNETO-OPTICAL TRAP

Although optical molasses will cool
atoms, the atoms will still diffuse out of the
region if there is no position dependence to
the optical force. Position dependence can be
introduced in a variety of ways. Here we will
only discuss how it is done in the
"magneto-optical trap" (MOT), also known as
the "Zeeman shift optical trap," or "ZOT." The
position-dependent force is created by using
appropriately polarized laser beams and by
applying an inhomogeneous magnetic field to
the trapping region. Through Zeeman shifts of
the atomic energy levels, the magnetic field
regulates the rate at which an atom in a
particular position scatters photons from the
various beams and thereby causes the atoms to
be pushed to a particular point in space. In
addition to holding the atoms in place, this
greatly increases the atomic density since
many atoms are pushed to the same position.
Details of how the trapping works are rather
complex for a real atom in three dimensions,
so we will illustrate the basic principle using
the simplified case shown in Figure 2.

In this simplified case we consider an
atom with a J = 0 ground state and a J = 1
excited state, illuminated by circularly
polarized beams of light coming from the left
and the right. Because of its polarization, the

beam from the left can only excite transitions to the m = +1 state, while the beam from the right can only
excite transitions to the m = -1 state. The magnetic field is zero in the center, increases linearly in the
positive x direction, and decreases linearly in the negative x direction. This field perturbs the energy
levels so that the !m " #1transition shifts to lower frequency if the atom moves to the left of the origin,
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Figure 2. With the laser tuned to below the peak of atomic

resonance.  Due to the Doppler shift, atoms moving in the

direction opposite the laser beam will scatter photons at a higher

rate than those moving in the same direction as the beam.  This

leads to a larger force on the counter-propagating atoms.
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Figure 3. One dimensional explanation of the MOT. Laser beams

with opposite helicity polarizations impinge on an atom from

opposite directions. The lasers excite the J= 0 to J = 1 transition.

The laser beam from the right only excites the m = -1 excited state,

and the laser from the left only excites the m = +1 state. As an

atom moves to the right or left, these levels are shifted by the

magnetic field thereby affecting the respective photon scattering

rates. The net result is a position-dependent force that pushes the

atoms into the center.

Magneto-Optical Trap

add a position dependent term to obtain a confinement in real space

F = -αv - Dx

inhomogeneous magnetic field leads to an inhomogeneous Zeeman splitting
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while the !m " #1transition shifts to higher frequency.
If the laser frequency is below all the atomic transition
frequencies and the atom is to the left of the origin, many

photons are scattered from the $ % laser beam, because it

is close to resonance. The $ # laser beam from the right,
however, is far from its resonance and scatters few
photons. Thus the force from the scattered photons
pushes the atom back to the zero of the magnetic field. If
the atom moves to the right of the origin, exactly the
opposite happens, and again the atom is pushed toward
the center where the magnetic field is zero. Although it is
somewhat more complicated to extend the analysis to
three dimensions, experimentally it is simple, as shown
in Figure 4. As in optical molasses, laser beams
illuminate the atom from all six directions. Two
symmetric magnetic field coils with oppositely directed
currents create a magnetic field that is zero in the center
and changes linearly along the x, y, and z axes. If the
circular polarizations of the lasers are set correctly, a
linear restoring force is produced in each direction.
Damping in the trap is provided by the cooling forces
discussed in section 2.1. It is best to characterize the trap
"depth" in terms of the maximum velocity that an atom
can have and still be contained in the trap. This
maximum velocity vmax is typically a few times &'  (&'

is the velocity at which the Doppler shift equals the natural linewidth &of the trapping transition, where
'  is the wavelength of the laser light).

A much more complicated three-dimensional calculation using the appropriate angular momentum
states for a real atom will give results which are qualitatively very similar to those provided by the above

analysis if: (1) the atom is excited on a transition where the upper
state total angular momentum is larger than that of the lower state

F F F 1( ) " %* +  and (2)  v m! * +h& /
/

2
1 2

where m is the mass of the

atom. This velocity is often known as the "Doppler limit" velocity.' If
the atoms are moving more slowly than this, "sub-Doppler" cooling
and trapping processes become important, and the simple analysis
can no longer be used.[7] We will not discuss these processes here,
but their primary effect is to increase the cooling and trapping forces
for very slow atoms in the case of F F 1( %  transitions.

We will now consider the specific case of rubidium (Figure 5).
Essentially all the trapping and cooling is done by one laser which is
tuned slightly (1-3 natural linewidths) to the low frequency side of
the 5S F 2 2P F 31/ 2 3/ 2" ( ) "  transition of 87Rb. (For simplicity we

will only discuss trapping of this isotope. The other stable isotope,
85Rb, can be trapped equally well using its F 3 F 4" ( ) "
transition.) Unfortunately, about one excitation out of 1000 will
cause the atom to decay to the F=1 state instead of the F=2 state. This
takes the atom out of resonance with the trapping laser. Another laser
(called the "hyperfine pumping laser") is used to excite the atom from
the 5S F = 1 to the 5P F = 1 or 2)  state, from which it can decay back

$#

$%

$#

$#

$%

$%

Magnetic
coils

Polarized
light

Figure 4. Schematic of the MOT. Lasers beams are

incident from all six directions and have helicities

(circular polarizations) as shown. Two coils with

opposite currents produce a magnetic field that is zero

in the middle and changes linearly along all three axes.

)F

F

780 nm
trapping
diode laser

780 nm
hyperfine
pumping

diode laser

3

1
2

0

2

1

5 2P3/2

5 2S1/2

Figure 5. 87Rb energy level diagram

showing the trapping and hyperfine

pumping transitions. The atoms are

observed by detecting the 780 nm

fluorescence as they decay back to the

ground state.

Magneto-Optical Trap

add a position dependent term to obtain a confinement in real space

F = -αv - Dx

inhomogeneous magnetic field leads to an inhomogeneous Zeeman splitting
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Sub-Doppler Cooling
lin ˔ lin

no external magn. field          degenerate Zeeman levels, even in the 
ground state
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pumping process takes a finite 
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Sub-Doppler Cooling
Recoil Limit

!!L

emission in a random 
direction

Limit: 
Absorption of 1 Photon           Atom in Rest            Acceleration due to reemission

Recoil Temperature:    ~           for 23Na3 µK
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kBTr =
!2k2

2m

Tr ! 3 µK

Tr ! 350 nK

TD ! 235 µK

TD ! 146 µK

Limits of Laser Cooling

Atomic Level structure

degenerate non-degenerate

doppler cooling in a MOT

limited by finite scattering rate

kBTD = !!
2

sub-doppler cooling

limited by 1 photon recoil

further cooling schemes needed to reach BEC

23Na
87Rb

phase space density:    ~ 10-5 - 10-6



Evaporative Cooling and 
Optical Dipole Traps

• Cooling scheme
• Commonly used trap configurations

– magnetic traps
– optical dipole traps & lattice potentials
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Evaporative Cooling

remove hottest atoms from the trap

E

trapping potential

cut potential

runaway evaporation, 

i.e. temperature decrease due to

atom loss leads to an increasing 

atom density

gain in phase space density

BEC occures

R =
!loss

!el
! =

U

kBT
! 7 " 10

important parameters:      truncation parameter               Ratio of good to bad collisions  
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Far-Off-Resonance Traps

light shift of the atomic levels due to laser light:

inhomogeneous intensity profile creates (trapping) potential for the atom  



E =
!!2

4"
|!|2 =

"2I(r)
2Isat

Far-Off-Resonance Traps

light shift of the atomic levels due to laser light:

inhomogeneous intensity profile creates (trapping) potential for the atom  

Two cases:

• blue detuned light (i.e. ∆ = ωL - ω0 > 0):

repulsive potential, repell atoms from intensity maximum

• red detuned light (i.e. ∆ = ωL - ω0 < 0):

attractive potential, single beam acts as a trap 



I(r) = I0
!(z)
!0

exp[
!2(x2 + y2)

!(z)2
]

!(z) = !0
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1 +
z2

z2
R
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"!2

0
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!
4|V |
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!! =

!
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R

Far-Off-Resonance Traps

Single Beam Trap:

use a focused beam to trap atoms 

trapping frequencies in radial and longitudinal direction:



Optical Potentials

Creation of Lattice Potentials by interfering trapping beams

tight confinement, single site addressability, variable lattice depth

~10° 

waveguide / charger beam 

crossed beam dipole z 

x y 

standing light wave 



Observing a BEC

• density distirbution of a thermal cloud in the harmonic trap given by    

Boltzmann distribution

• during TOF the cloud expands due to its velocity distriburion governed by the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, i.e. homogeneous expansion in free space



Observing a BEC

• density distirbution of a thermal cloud in the harmonic trap given by    

Boltzmann distribution

• during TOF the cloud expands due to its velocity distriburion governed by the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, i.e. homogeneous expansion in free space

BEC:
additional interaction energy 

adds during expansion

MIT, Ketterle group
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